Two Day Live Webcast & On-Site Auction
Complete Closure
North America's Largest PCB Manufacturer
400,000 Square Feet, Over 2500 Lots

Sale & Preview Location:
31 Sea Cliff Avenue,
Glen Cove (Long Island), New York USA

Sale Dates:
Wed. & Thurs., June 6th & 7th,
9:00am start time each day

Preview Date:
Mon. & Tues., June 4th & 5th, 9:00am to 4:00pm

NUMEROUS HITACHI CNC DRILLING & ROUTING MACHINES

ORBOTECH SPIRON 8800 AOI'S

ATG A-1 FLYING PROBE TESTER

2003-488-7020
www.TheBranfordGroup.com
The Branford Group is pleased to have been selected by The Photocircuits Corporation to conduct the disposition of the company’s assets resulting from an entire business and facility closure.

Founded in 1951, Photocircuits was the first independent printed circuit board manufacturer in the world. The Board of Directors determined that despite best efforts to keep this facility open, foreign competition created a situation just too dire to continue, thus ordering a complete closure and the liquidation of assets via Public Auction Sale.

The Photocircuits facility is located in Glen Cove, Long Island, New York, just minutes outside New York City. The campus, comprised of seven major buildings on 25 acres, consists of over 400,000 square feet of machinery and equipment.

The auction will take place over the course of two days offering over 2500 lots. Bidders may participate and bid either on-site in Glen Cove or bid live in real time via the Webcast.

The Photocircuits auction features some very late technology and is one of the largest auction offerings in the PCB Industry.

This brochure is merely a sampling of assets to be offered. Please visit our website to view: Extensive Photo Gallery, Specifications, Lot Listings, Machinery & Transportation Vendors, Terms, and Hotels.
CNC Drilling • Laminate • X-Ray • Scrubbers

To schedule an auction call 203-488-7020
Fabrication • CNC Routing • Scoring

LOHR HERRMANN 360 DEGREE PANEL LOAD & UNLOADER

SHODA TECHTRON SHODA NCV-650 CNC SCORING MACHINE

ACCU-SCORE AS-512 CNC V-SCORING MACHINE

LOHR HERRMANN CNC SCORING MACHINE

ACCU-SCORE AS-512V CNC V-SCORING MACHINE

TECHTRON SHODA SVD-450A CNC V-SCORING MACHINE

SEIREN HOIE CHECKER

NUMEROUS HITACHI NR-5E210E CNC ROUTERS

SHODA TECHTRON SHODA NCV-650 CNC SCORING MACHINE

LOHR HERRMANN 360 DEGREE PANEL LOAD & UNLOADER

For more information, visit our website at TheBranfordGroup.com
Automated Optical Inspection • Measuring

ORBOTECH DISCOVERY 8 AOI

ORBOTECH INSPIRE 9060 AOI

(3) AS LATE AS 2002

2006

ORBOTECH VERISMA RT VERIFICATION & REPAIR STATION

ORBOTECH VRS-4I VERIFICATION & REPAIR STATION

ORBOTECH SPIRON 8800 AOI

2004 & 2005

CAMTEK ORION 604 AOI’S

NUMEROUS CAMTEK ORION 2V50 AOI’S

2001

AS LATE AS 1998

OPTEK INNERVISION INSPECTION & MEASURING SYSTEMS

AS LATE AS 2002

1 OF 2

1 OF 3

1 OF 4

1 OF 4

Visit our website to view a Photo Gallery featuring over 350 Images

TheBranfordGroup.com

To schedule an auction call 203-488-7020
Artwork Generation • Engineering

Featured Items

PCB Machinery Highlights

• (2) GSI Lumonics GS-600 Drill Star Laser Drills as late as 2000
• Numerous Hitachi CNC Drilling Machines as late as 1998 (5 & 6 Spindle)
• Numerous Hitachi CNC Routers as late as 2000
• Pluritec Multistation CNC Drilling Machine
• (2) Accucore AS-512V CNC Scoring Machines
• Lahr Hermann CNC Scoring Machine
• Shoda Techtron SVD-450A CNC Auto Bevelling & Scoring Machine
• Seiko X-Ray Driller
• (2) 2006 Orbotech Discovery 8 AOI Machines
• (2) Orbotech Spiron 8800 AOI Machines as late as 2005
• (3) 2006 Orbotech Verismart AOI Verification Repair Stations
• (3) Orbotech Inspire 9060 AOI’s as late as 2002
• (2) Camtek Orion AOI Machines
• 2006 Orbotech LP 9008-I US Laser Photo Plotter
• (3) New System S24-25-AC Flyin Grid Testers as late as 2000
• (2) Luther Maelzer LM100/11A Testers as late as 1999
• Numerous Everett Charles 9090 Testers as late as 1998
• 2005 ATG A-1 Flying Probe Tester 8 Probes
• Numerous Optek Inspection Machines
• OEM 6-Opening Vacuum Lamination Press w-Cold
• OEM 8-Opening Vacuum Lamination Press w-Cold
• 2005 DIS Lamination Welder
• Multiline Post-Etch Punch Series 3000
• (3) Hakuto 610i Auto-Cut Sheet Laminators
• Numerous OLEC AX-28 Automatic Exposure Units
• (2) Adtec AC-620 Automatic UV Exposure Unit
• 1998 Hollmuller Einteck OSP Line
• Numerous ORC HMW-680GW Exposure Printer
• Argus Double Sided LPI Spray Coater
• 2002 Atotech Multibond Line
• Several Veeco XRF Thickness Gauge Systems
• Numerous Microscopes

Also Featuring

• Numerous Air Compressors
• Machine Tools
• Stamping Presses
• Shipping & Packaging
• Spare Parts Crib
• Numerous Labs
• Consumables
• Laminates
• Numerous Forklifts
• Vehicles
• Pollution Control
• Chemical Recovery & Storage
• Material Handling
• Engineering
• QC Gauges
• Maintenance Tools
• Computers & Servers
• Office Furniture

Complete Lot Listing & Schedule
will be available in late May.

TheBranfordGroup.com
Bare Board Testing • Quality Control • Repair

To schedule an auction call 203-488-7020
Photo • Exposure Units • Dry Film

DYNACHEM CSL-1500B CUT SHEET LAMINATOR

OLC ACCUPRINT AP-30 POWER PLUS EXPOSURE PRINTER

ORC EXM-1350 AUTO EXPOSURE SYSTEM

ORC ACCUPRINT AP-30 8000 SUPER EIGHT EXPOSURE PRINTER

ORC HMW-201B EXPOSURE PRINTER

HAKUTO 610I AUTO CUT SHEET LAMINATORS

ADTEC APM 610 NYLAR PEELER

NUMEROUS OLEC AX-28 AUTO EXPOSURE PRINTERS

NUMEROUS OLC AX-28 AUTO EXPOSURE PRINTERS

OLC ACCUPRINT AP-30 6000 TITAN EXPOSURE PRINTER

NUMEROUS ONO 50100 TN-890B EXPOSURE PRINTERS

OLC ACCUPRINT AP-30 8000 SUPER EIGHT EXPOSURE PRINTER

ORC EXM-1350 AUTO EXPOSURE SYSTEM

NUMEROUS ORC 680GW EXPOSURE PRINTERS

NUMEROUS ORC 680GW EXPOSURE PRINTERS

ADTEC APM 610 NYLAR PEELER

ADTEC ACL-9100 AUTO CUT SHEET LAMINATORS

For more information, visit our website at TheBranfordGroup.com
To schedule an auction call 203-488-7020
Lab Equipment • Ovens • Microscopes • Panel Automation

PERKIN ELMER AAANALYST 200 AA • THERMOTRON TEMPERATURE CHAMBER • STRIERS ABRAMIN POLISHER • PERKIN ELMER DMA 70 ANALYZER

VEECO XR XRF THICKNESS GAUGE SYSTEMS • NUMEROUS CAMERA INSPECTION SYSTEMS • NIKON VIDEO MICROSCOPE

NUMEROUS CAMI THICKNESS GAUGES • VISION MANTIS INSPECTION SCOPES • GEHRICH WALK-IN OVENS

BUEHLER ECOMET 4 POLISHER • NUMEROUS OMEGA METER IONIC CONTAMINATION TESTERS • POLAR CIT550E IMPEDANCE TESTER

NUMEROUS AMTECH PANEL ACCUMULATORS • AMTECH TOTE LOADERS & SUBSTRATE PANEL CLEANERS • NUMEROUS LOHR HERRMANN MYLAR PEELERS, PANEL LOADERS & UNLOADERS

To schedule an auction call 203-488-7020

Photocircuits Corporation 11
Machine Tools • Stamping • Grinders • Milling Machines • Lathes

NUMEROUS SOUTHBEND OBI STAMPING PRESSES

CHEVALIER FSG 1640 SURFACE GRINDER

HARDINGE OMNITURN CNC CHUCKER

COHMA SIMPLEX 755 SURFACE GRINDER

OMNITURN SERIES I CNC CHUCKER

PEXTO 60" POWER SQUARING SHEAR

WYSONG 32" POWER SQUARING SHEAR

AIDA 110 OBG STAMPING PRESSES

BRIDGEPORT SERIES I VERTICAL MILLING MACHINE

JET VERTICAL MILLING MACHINE

NUMEROUS SOUTHBEND OBI STAMPING PRESSES

OMNITURN SERIES I CNC CHUCKER

For more information, visit our website at TheBranfordGroup.com
Shears • Saws • Air Compressors • Welders

Visit our website to view a Photo Gallery featuring over 350 Images
TheBranfordGroup.com

To schedule an auction call 203-488-7020
Forklifts • Spare Parts Crib • Packaging

NUMEROUS FORKLIFTS, SCISSOR LIFT, & GOLF CARTS

HUGE SPARE PARTS CRIB

OVER $330,000 ORIGINAL COST

SHANKLIN PACKAGING SHRINK WRAP SYSTEM

EZ TAPER CARTON TAMING UNIT

- Plant Support
- Power Tools
- Air Compressors
- Pallet Racking
- Material Handling
- QC Gauges
- Carts
- Tanks
- Rectifiers
- HASL
- Chillers
- Cooling Towers
- Vehicles
- Supplies
- Consumables
- Cabinets
- Computers
- Phone System
- Business Machines
- Office Furniture

For more information, visit our website at TheBranfordGroup.com
Two Day Live Webcast & On-Site Auction

World Renowned Circuit Board Manufacturer
Sale Dates:
Wednesday & Thursday June 6th & 7th, 9:00am start time each day

Preview Dates:
Monday & Tuesday June 4th & 5th, 9:00am to 4:00pm

Sale & Preview Location:
31 Sea Cliff Avenue, Glen Cove (Long Island), New York USA

Airports
• JFK-NY
• Laguardia-NY
• White Plains-NY
• Newark, NJ

Auction Site Hotels
Glen Cove Mansion
200 Dosoris Lane
Glen Cove, NY 11542
(516) 671-6400
glencovemansion.com

Best Western Woodbury NY
7940 Jericho Tpke
Woodbury NY 11797-1204
(516) 921-6900
bestwestern.com

Complete Asset Listing and Equipment Specifications Available @
TheBranfordGroup.com

Buyers Premium
• 12.5% For On-Site Bidders
• 15% For Webcast Bidders

Bidding Options
• Bid Live in Person On-Site at Photocircuits in Glen Cove, NY
• Bid Live via the webcast at www.thebranfordgroup.com
• Bid via proxy/absentee bid

Payments
• All Sales will be conducted in $US Dollars
• Deposit required Upon Registration
Acceptable forms of payment:
• Cash, Certified Funds, Wire Transfer, Company Check with a Bank letter

Travel Directions
We suggest you use Mapquest to customize your route
• From the Long Island Expressway (I-495)
• Take Exit # 39 Glen Cove
• Follow Glen Cove Road Towards Glen Cove for about 10 Minutes
• Turn Slight Right onto Cedar Swamp Road
• Turn Left onto Sea Cliff Avenue directly in front of The Land Rover Auto Dealership
• Photocircuits will be on your left, follow auction signs

WEBCAST BIDDING
Bid live from the comfort of your office or home. Webcast bidding takes place in real-time via the Internet, from anywhere in the world. For detailed instructions or to register, visit us at:
www.TheBranfordGroup.com

You can preview the assets online in a detailed lot listing with photographs. All you need is internet access and a touch tone telephone.

Auction Managed & Conducted By:
The Branford Group
896 Main Street, Branford, CT 06405
203-488-7020 (f) 203-488-4577
www.TheBranfordGroup.com

Complete terms & conditions are available at www.TheBranfordGroup.com and will be posted on-site
Two Day Auction

Sale Dates:
Wednesday & Thursday June 6th & 7th,
9:00am start time each day

Sale & Preview Location:
31 Sea Cliff Avenue,
Glen Cove (Long Island), New York USA

Preview Dates:
Monday & Tuesday June 4th & 5th, 9:00am to 4:00pm

Two Day Live Webcast & On-Site Auction

Complete Closure
North America's Largest PCB Manufacturer
400,000 Square Feet, Over 2500 Lots

NUMEROUS HITACHI DRILLING & ROUTING MACHINES

AS LATE AS 2000

ATG A-1 FLYING PROBE TESTER

2005

www.TheBranfordGroup.com